Kellogg Global Hub Donor Named Spaces

A certain level of generous gift to the Global Hub gives the donor the right to have the space named by the donor.

Please refer to the spaces as described below in all internal and external communications.

The donor named spaces are listed in alphabetical order.

Abbott Pavilion
The Abbott Fund named the main entrance to the building, facing the Allen Center.

Crown Family Boardroom
The Crown Family named the fifth floor, south-facing boardroom (room 5101), adjoining seminar room and terrace overlooking the lake.

French Quarter
T. Bondurant ’76 and Hollis S. French named the second floor, southeast wing gallery foyer and gathering space overlooking Collaboration Plaza just outside of the White Auditorium, as well as the adjoining “bridge” between the second-floor southeast wing and the second-floor southwest wings.

Galvin Family Design Wing and Conference Center
The Galvin Family named the first floor northwest wing which includes the conference center which is located in rooms 1420 and 1430.

Gullquist Collaboration Space
The Gullquist Family named the third floor southeast wing area overlooking the lake where students and faculty convene.

Gund Family Wing
The Gund Family named the fourth floor, northeast wing Department of Finance Suite.

Henry’s Place / Henry’s Patio
The second floor, southwest study lounge (room 2150) is named Henry’s Place. The adjoining outdoor patio-terrace is named Henry’s Patio. The donor’s full identity is to be anonymous.
Levy Entrepreneurship Studio
Larry ‘66, ’67 and Carol Levy named the first floor, northwest wing entrepreneurship studio (room 1440) within the Galvin Family Design Wing.

McCormick Foundation Boardroom
The McCormick Foundation named the board room (room 5250) and adjoining terrace overlooking the lake on the fifth floor of the southeast wing.

Montag Vista
Tom ‘82 and Janet Montag named the exterior plaza space off of the first floor, at the south side of the building between the southwest and southeast wings overlooking the lagoon.

Shannon Family Lounge
Michael S. ’83 and Mary Sue Shannon named the first-floor lounge (room 1150) at the end of the southwest wing.

Star Family Office of Admissions
The Star Family Foundation named the Office of Admissions, located in room 1312 on the first floor in the northeast wing.

White Auditorium
Miles and Kimberly White named the building’s main auditorium; a two-story lakefront space on the second floor in the southeast wing.